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	Budding artists can master the toughest and most treasured technique of all: portraying the beauty, grace, and personality of the human body. This wonderful tutorial, and a variety of inspiring sketches on every page, provide the solid technical foundation needed to depict every type of figure—young or old, male or female, standing, sitting, or in motion—and with style. Intricately detailed drawings, some with grids, help capture the correct proportions for head, torso, arms, and legs; add light and shadow for tonal depth; and create texture, volume, and expressive lines. A thorough study of the nude and the development of preliminary sketches make this an extraordinary value.


	

	There is some useful information in this book, but it is much the same information one would get out of any decent book on figure drawing. What differentiates "The Art of Drawing the Human Body" from the competition is that much of the information herein is presented in bits and pieces, scattered around the pages, with nothing really organized or fleshed out.
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Reinforcement Learning: State-of-the-Art (Adaptation, Learning, and Optimization)Springer, 2012

	Reinforcement learning encompasses both a science of adaptive behavior of rational beings in uncertain environments and a computational methodology for finding optimal behaviors for challenging problems in control, optimization and adaptive behavior of intelligent agents. As a field, reinforcement learning has progressed tremendously in the...
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Know and Grow the Value of Your Business: An Owner's Guide to Retiring RichApress, 2013

	A woman looking to retire said to author and valuation expert Tim McDaniel, “I need to sell my business for $2.5 million to support my country club lifestyle.” The reality was that her business was worth $750,000. How could she have been so wrong? As McDaniel—a veteran of over 2,000 valuation engagements and dozens of...
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Correlative Learning: A Basis for Brain and Adaptive Systems (Adaptive and Learning Systems for Signal Processing, Communications and Control Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2007
Correlative Learning: A Basis for Brain and Adaptive Systems provides a bridge between three disciplines: computational neuroscience, neural networks, and signal processing. First, the authors lay down the preliminary neuroscience background for engineers. The book also presents an overview of the role of correlation in the human brain as well as...
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Android Apps Marketing: Secrets to Selling Your Android App (Que Biz-Tech)Que, 2010

	The Easy, Complete, Step-by-Step Guide to Marketing Your Android Apps!


	There are huge profits to be made in selling Android apps! But with more than 70,000 apps now available, posting your app to the Android Market is no longer enough. You need to market your app effectively....
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HyperTransport 3.1 Interconnect TechnologyMindShare Press, 2008

	HyperTransportTM technology has revolutionized microprocessor core interconnect. It serves as the central interconnect technology for nearly all of AMD s microprocessors as well as for a rich ecosystem of other microprocessors, system controllers, graphics processors, network processors, and communications semiconductors. It is a high-speed,...
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The Slayer's Guide To DerroMongoose Publishing, 2003
The derro have long been a mysterious race, hiding in darkness, their presence frequently but a whisper. Brought to the fore in this supplement, their culture, habitats, methods of warfare, and more are detailed in full so as to be usable by game masters and players alike.

The dwarven racesarequitediverse,but perhapsthe most deviant,...
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